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To:
David Holmes
BioMed Central
34-42 Middlesex House
Cleveland Street
London

November 30, 2005

Re: MS: 9409921797521902

Dear Dr. Holmes:

I would like to thank you for this wonderful opportunity to submit the re-formatted manuscript titled, “Stability of response characteristics of a Delphi panel: application of bootstrap data expansion” for publication in your journal.

In compliance with your request, the following formatting changes were made:

(1). Title and abstract – checked; identical in submission system and text

(2). Author list – checked; identical names and order of authors in submission system and text

(3). Tables – Table 1 was incorporated into the text content (see page 14); Table 2 is now Table 1; changes in the text to reflect this editing were made (see pages 15 and 24).

(4). Several minor wording and punctuation changes were made throughout the text.

I am looking forward to receiving the formal acceptance for publication and further communication from you regarding the online production process.

Most sincerely,

Dr. Ralitsa Akins